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Abstract Pervasive computing research makes it feasi-
ble to model people’s location. However, there are chal-
lenges in effective sharing of location information, with
support for user control, enabling people to choose the
location information available, at the same time, provid-
ing information that is useful. We describe our explo-
ration of these issues, in our MyPlace Locator, a system
which has been operating for several months to report
people’s location within a closed community. It operated
with complete disclosure of people’s location. Because
it is based on the accretion/resolution modelling system
which supports a range of “resolvers” to provide different
levels of privacy, we wanted to gain an understanding of
how people would want to make use of such privacy con-
trol. Moreover, we wanted to see how this might differ
between people who had extensive experience of MyPlace
Locator and those who had none. This paper describes a
study of the ways that people choose resolvers that apply
different privacy levels to different groups of people. We
conclude that the preferences chosen by the long term
users of the system had a different character from the
others, and that there is a range of classes of “resolvers”
that seem to be valuable for defining privacy control for
location information.

1 Introduction

The vision of pervasive computing is based upon the
availability of information as it is needed, in the form
that meets the needs and preferences of the individ-
ual. To date, one of the dominant themes of pervasive
computing research has concerned modelling of location,
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largely dealing with the technical issues of collecting sen-
sor and other information that can contribute to mod-
elling a person’s location [1].

Some research has been cognisant of the need to con-
sider people’s concerns about privacy [2]. So, for exam-
ple, the BlueStar system [3] addresses privacy issues by
keeping the high-resolution location information under
the user’s local control. There has also been some ex-
ploration of people’s attitudes to the management of
their location information [4]. However, there has been
no work that systematically explores user control of shar-
ing their own location information with others and the
ways that people have used it. It is timely to explore
these challenges.

Our MyPlace Locator service has been in use for two
months. Its location modelling is based on Bluetooth
proximity sensors and system activity sensors. It has
been restricted to a small community of users. As a pre-
lude to broader use, we wanted to improve user control.
We wanted inform this step in two major ways. First,
we wanted to understand just how that location infor-
mation is used so that this would inform the design of
information displays. This is important for the design of
personalised control mechanisms: we want to ensure that
we are aware of the uses that people make of the location
information when it is presented uniformly for all users.

In addition, we wanted to seek the views of our ex-
isting users about the ways that they would like to be
able to restrict their location information. We wanted to
explore the design of an interface for people to specify
their preferences for personalised control of the display
of their location. In light of previous work that highlights
the challenges of such interface design, for example [5],
we wanted to study how people cope with an interface
for specifying this personalisation.

The next section summarises related work. In Section
3, we introduce the MyPlace Locator system. Section 4
describes our study of people’s personalisation prefer-
ences for that location information. Section 5 has our
conclusions.
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2 Related Work

Location modelling has been a major focus of work in
pervasive and context-aware computing, for example [6,
1,7,8]. Much of that work has acknowledged the impor-
tance of privacy and user control. A number of systems
have noted that privacy was one of their architectural
goals [9,10]. Indeed, at one extreme, Hazas and Ward
[10] proposed only holding the location information on
the user’s own device. There is also a developing set of
privacy principles for managing personal data in ubiq-
uitous computing contexts [11]. These highlight the im-
portance of the good interfaces that are essential if these
principles are to be put into effect: it will be challenging
to create such interfaces based on previous relevant ex-
perience, for example, in relation to P3P [5] and Lederer
et al [12].

There has been some work about the ways that peo-
ple make use of location information about other people.
For example, ActiveMap [13] and the location display
based upon the Olivetti Active Badge [6] show where
people are. One illuminating study was conducted by
Iachello et al. [14] over two weeks. Their eleven partici-
pants, in family groupings, made use of a location-aware
mobile messaging service. Participants valued control of
the release of their the location information, including
being able to give inaccurate information. This gives
some insight into the ways that people want to control
release of their location information but not on how peo-
ple make use of such information about others.

There is some indication of the use of location infor-
mation for the “ActiveMap” [13] project which displayed
pictures of users’ faces on a building map. Location was
determined by infrared badges and the map was available
from both an information kiosk in a busy hallway, and as
a desktop application, with the former getting far more
use, by those within the department and outsiders. Some
users raised privacy concerns, and the authors noted the
potential benefits of being able to obscure one’s location,
for example leaving one’s badge at their desk.

The issue of controlling location disclosure was ex-
plored by Lederer et al.[15] in an internet-based ques-
tionnaire completed by 130 people. They were asked to
choose levels of released information in two hypothetical
situations, working lunch and social evening, and for four
classes of recipient, a spouse elsewhere, employer else-
where, a nearby stranger and a nearby merchant. They
found the recipient was more important than the situa-
tion. Notably this information did not come from actual
use of a system that provided location information.

Patil and Lai [16] report a study of people’s pre-
dicted privacy preferences for “mySpace”, which allowed
people to ask about others’ location. Thirty six partici-
pants were asked how they would configure “mySpace”,
in terms of sharing of location, availability, calendar in-
formation and instant messaging (IM). This study in-
dicates a preference for defining privacy preferences in

terms of groups, such as “family” or work “team”. Signif-
icantly, this work, like Lederer et al.[15] discussed above,
involves hypothetical preferences as the participants had
not actually used the system.

In summary, location is an important aspect of ubiq-
uitous computing and the importance of privacy and
control of release of location information is widely recog-
nised. There have also some been studies of potential
interfaces for managing release of privacy information
and of people’s predictions of how they might feel about
release of their location data in systems that they have
never used. However, there has not been a study of how
people want to use location information about others.
Nor has there been a study of the privacy preferences
selected by people who have actually used a system that
provides location information. Clearly, these interact: peo-
ple need to be able to control the release of their location
information and, at the same time, we need to under-
stand how this interacts with the quality of location in-
formation that is needed if it is to be useful. It is this pair
of inter-related issues that we explore in the remainder
of this paper.

3 System Overview

The main interface to MyPlace Locator is a web page
that allows users of the system to view their own and
other people’s location. This section describes the ways
that MyPlace Locator models users’ location and the
way that it is displayed at the main MyPlace Locator
web page.

MyPlace Locator uses two forms of evidence about
people’s location: Bluetooth Phones and Computer Ac-
tivity Sensors. We chose these because both are readily
available without any special hardware. This means it is
straightforward for people to join the system by register-
ing their Bluetooth-enabled phone, or installing a small
sensor program on their computer. We have sensors in 16
locations within our building. Each of these constantly
scans for any Bluetooth devices within the coverage area
of a few nearby rooms. Computer system activity sensors
register how long it has been since the user last used the
mouse or keyboard. Both evidence sources have their lim-
itations: a Bluetooth device may be left on a user’s desk,
or turned off when they have gone to another location.

MyPlace Locator has been designed to be extensi-
ble in its source of evidence about location. It is simple
to add arbitrary new location evidence sources as they
become available. For example, we have recently added
detectors for Nike+ shoe sensors.

The reasoning about location is based on accretion/
resolution [17] and this allows a system to accrete arbi-
trary information about users and then to apply one of
a selection of resolvers to interpret it. MyPlace Locator
determines a user’s current location through either sens-
ing a Bluetooth device or by monitoring activity on a
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computer. If both are available and conflicting, the re-
solver deals with this to determine a location value. In
the current implementation, we use a simple Point re-
solver [17].

MyPlace Locator provides details of the location of
all the people who have registered to this service. It has
been running for two months and the current interface
is shown in Figure 1. This displays the four floors of a
building, with a list of the registered users either in the
building or elsewhere. The enlarged display of a single
wing at the left shows that the display includes a list of
the people whose last location was determined to be on
that wing. This is the anonymised list associating peo-
ple’s names with a coloured dot. That dot appears also
on the map at the last location for that person. The size
of the dot indicates the freshness of the data: so if there
is recent evidence that the person was at this location,
the dot is larger. As the most recent data becomes older,
the dot shrinks.

The blurred location data at the left of the figure has
four pieces of information for each person: their name,
their most recent location, the freshness of the informa-
tion and a link to an explanation.

The link labelled explain takes the user to a page with
the full details of the last ten pieces of location evidence.
So, for example, for an activity sensor, it would show
the person, the location suggested by the evidence, how
long ago the evidence was collected, the event type that
created the evidence and the details of the computer that
collected the evidence. If a person saw that their location
was incorrect, they could use this information to check
why it occurred.

4 Study of use of location models

MyPlace Locator has been running within a closed group
of 20 tracked users for the past two months. In this time
it has been accessed 2747 times. People have used the
system from both within the office building, and from
home.

Users can only participate in the system if they ex-
plicitly register for it. Then, they need to take explicit
action to associate each new evidence source with their
own location model. So, for example, for each machine on
which they want to run an activity sensor, they needed
to install the sensor. Similarly, for each Bluetooth en-
abled device that they wanted tracked by the system,
they needed to explicitly register that device. This means
that the people who have their location modelled in the
MyPlace Locator system had to opt-in to do so and had
to then act to establish each source of evidence about
their location. So, at one level, the users of MyPlace Lo-
cator had complete control of the evidence that goes into
their location models.

However, when people joined MyPlace Locator, they
were aware that they had no control over the release
of the information about their location. Certainly, the
system is password protected. But there is no process
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(a) Detailed view of a single
wing.

(b) Screen shot of the web inter-
face.

Fig. 1 An example of a map that plots the location data
collected by the MyPlace Locator on a floor plan of our build-
ing.

for consulting people before new users are added and so
those who have chosen to participate in MyPlace Locator
have no control of the release of location information.

The MyPlace Locator location modelling is based on
the accretion/resolution representation [17] [4]. This was
expressly designed for flexible control of the modelling
and use of the information in the models. The mechanism
for controlling release is the “resolver”, which is respon-
sible for interpreting the evidence available to return a
value. Different resolvers may return different values. So,
for example, one resolver may report Bob’s location as
a fine grained value, such as “common room”; another
resolver may report his location as “at work”.

Our goal is to enable people to choose how location
information is revealed to other users of the system. To
explore this, we first asked three existing users of our
system to consider a prototype interface for expressing
preferences for location information release. This, com-
bined with previous literature, such as [12,13,14,16] in-
formed our design of an interface for controlling release
of location information.

In terms of the underlying representation and mech-
anisms, this interface enables a user to define which re-
solvers should be used for releasing their location to dif-
ferent people.

The interface is shown in Figure 2. As the instructions
at the top of the screen indicate, we designed this to
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Fig. 2 Interface for selecting the resolver to be applied to
each person.

allow three classes of control, starting from a very general
policy and becoming increasingly specific to particular
people. These levels correspond to the three numbered
stages of using the interface, as described at the top of
the screen.

First, the user chooses the default level of information
to be provided to registered users. This aspect of the
design was to ensure that it was easy for a person to set
up a very simple policy that could be applied to most
people. The user does this by clicking a button in the
leftmost column.

For our particular system, this offers seven choices of
resolver (or privacy policy), listed with the most liberal
policy first and becoming increasingly vague about the
user’s location. The first option all corresponds to the
system as it had operated for several months at the time
of this study, releasing the finest grain and complete de-
tails of each user’s location to all users of MyPlace Lo-
cator. Each of these policies is explained in the third
column of the interface. In the figure, the fourth option
“area” has been selected. This reports the user’s location
only at the level of the wing of the building if the user
is in the building and, if they are detected elsewhere or
there is no recent evidence about them, their location is
provided as “unavailable”.

In Step 2, the user can specify people who should
be provided with a different level of information. To do
this, they paste in the logins under “Special users”. In
the figure, the user has chosen several people who should
get the second most open form of location information,
recent. This list has been blurred for the image in this
paper to obscure the names of the actual people selected.
The recent resolver is identical to the all except that it
only reports the user’s location if the most recent evi-
dence about it is from the last 15 minutes. This level
of control is that it does not release older information
and there are two reasons for this. Firstly, in discussions
among users of MyPlace Locator, some had indicated
that concern about people seeing old data had meant

that they did not register some evidence sources. A sec-
ond reason is that the users of MyPlace Locator had indi-
cated that the main uses they made of the system only re-
quired recent information. For example, they sometimes
wanted to find a particular person to discuss some work.
Or they wanted to see who was present to have coffee.
Since these uses of location only require the user’s recent
location, we designed the recent resolver to support that
level of control.

The actual choices shown in the figure are represen-
tative of one approach to managing privacy. The default
level of information released is rather restricted, indi-
cating on the wing of the building but there is a list
of individuals who are allowed the more detailed recent
location.

The third step, or level of control, allows users to add
other people, beyond the registered users.

Each resolver available corresponds to one row of the
interface. To help people understand the options avail-
able, there are two forms of explanation. Each row has
a short description of that option. In addition, there are
also some illustrative examples and, in the rightmost col-
umn, the current value for this user is shown, as sug-
gested in [16]. Not shown in the figure, there is also a
column at the right with a list of all the registered users.
This makes it easier to paste these into the Special users
column.

The choice of the particular set of resolvers designed,
and hence the options made available at this interface,
was motivated by previous work [12,13,14,16]. So, for ex-
ample, [16] and [12] indicate the value of allowing users
to assign a certain policy to a group of users. We have
discussed the reasoning behind the design of the resolvers
for all, nothing and recent. The three resolvers sit, which
reports exact locations within the building but no other
information, area which reports location accurate to the
wing of the building and work which indicates only if the
user is at work, constitute a series of decreasing detail
in the location reported. The remaining option, given
enables the user to specify a fixed string that is to be
given as the location: in the figure, we see it as the de-
fault value, Busy. The user could set the string to be a
particular location.

Twenty-four users used this interface to show their
preferred presentation of location information. We ob-
served them using the interface, to gain usability infor-
mation and to gain feedback on any other aspect that
they identified. Table 1 summarises the results. They
were asked to think aloud as they used the interface.
This provided information both about usability chal-
lenges and about their reasoning as they used the in-
terface.

The ten users in the top section were the registered
and currently active users of MyPlace Locator: those be-
low the line are users who had just been introduced to
it. All participants were either students or staff at the
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School of Information Technologies where the majority
of the location sensors for MyPlace Locator are located.

The first column shows the user identifier. The second
column, labelled C, shows the number of times the par-
ticipant changed their preferences. These changes were
made as participants reconsidered their choice of default
or recalled additional users to specify separately. P18 and
P24 made four changes as they reviewed their choices.

The third and fourth columns indicate the number
and type of sensors that were registered for each partic-
ipant: B shows whether the participant had a registered
Bluetooth device and S shows the number of systems
where a sensor had been installed for the participant.
The next column shows the default choice of resolver
made by each participant. The remaining columns indi-
cate the number of people that a participant listed in
the interface as Special users who should be provided
with a different resolved location value. So, for example,
P6 chose a different resolver for three people, allowing
all others to see the value from the default resolver they
had chosen, sit.

User C B S default all recent other none
P1 1 1 1 all - - -
P3 1 1 2 all - - -
P4 1 1 2 all - - 3
P5 1 1 2 all - - -
P7 1 - 2 all
P6 2 1 2 sit 3 - -
P9 1 1 2 recent 15 - -
P2 1 1 2 area 12 - - -
P10 2 1 2 area - 11 - -
P11 1 1 2 recent - - 3 1
P12 2 1 2 nothing - - -
P13 1 1 - all - - -
P14 1 1 - all 2 - - -
P15 1 1 - recent 2 - - -
P16 1 1 - sit 5 - - -
P17 1 1 1 recent - - - -
P18 4 1 2 all - - - -
P19 1 - 1 area 1 - 1 -
P20 2 - 1 all - - - -
P21 1 - 2 recent - - - -
P22 2 - 1 recent - - - -
P23 1 - 1 sit - - - -
P24 4 - 1 area 3 - 2 -
P25 2 1 2 work - - - -

Table 1 A summary of users’ selection of resolvers.

We discuss the results from the experienced users
first. All these people registered with the system when
there was no choice about the information disclosed.
They generally have more sensors. All but one had a
Bluetooth phone and all but one had system sensors both
at home and at work. Five chose ‘all’ as the default and
two each chose ‘recent’ and ‘area’. Even the ‘sit’ is still
quite open, revealing all information available from sen-
sors located at work.

Notably, P2 and P9 chose a more restricted default
and then listed most of the currently registered users for
all information. They explained that they were happy

to release their location to the current users who they
knew: however, they were concerned about new people
joining the system.

Due to space limitations, the table coalesces the uses
of the the third to sixth options available in the inter-
face under the column headed other. P4 applied the sit
resolver to three people and P19 did this for 1. P11 chose
the area resolver for three people. P22 restricted two peo-
ple to the work resolver. Notably none of the users opted
for the fixed string given resolver.

The new users had a somewhat more diverse set of
choices. Four chose ‘all” and four more chose “recent”,
with two choosing to restrict location to the “building”
and two restricting it to the “area” in the building. One
chose the restrictive “work”. One chose to reveal no in-
formation. When queried about it he stated that he got
not benefit from revealing his location to others, even if
they revealed theirs - if they wanted to find him they
could come look at his desk, and if he was at home then
he did not want to share that. This is exactly the pris-
oner’s dilemma described in [18].

5 Discussions and Conclusion

This paper has reported a study of users choosing a set
of policies for the management of release of information
about their location by a sensor-based location modelling
system and the MyPlace Locator interface. This is im-
portant on several levels. First, it will inform the design
of interfaces that enable users to control the privacy of
information in their own user models. this is especially
for the case of components within the model like loca-
tion, which are potentially sensitive but, at the same
time, there is potential benefit in sharing the informa-
tion. In the case of location, allowing others to access
this at some level can facilitate social interaction and
work.

For our work based on the accretion/resolution rep-
resentation for user modelling, this work is important as
we designed the interface as one means for the user to
select resolvers to be used depending upon the person to
whom the location is reported.

The design of our interface, based on both previous
work and the input of the group of people who had
been using MyPlace Locator for several months, had
three main levels. The first, default, appeared to serve
the needs of about half the participants: eleven of the
twenty-four chose to simply rely on the default resolver.

About half the users chose the resolvers all and re-
cent, which represents a protection of historic location
but is otherwise as accurate as all. When we take ac-
count of both the default chosen and the explicit choice
for selected people, these two resolvers accounted for all
the choices for thirteen of the participants. Within this
group, there is variability in the way they made these
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choices. Nine chose all as the default and one partici-
pant (P14) then listed two people for the same resolver.

There were four strategies for selecting the set of re-
solvers to apply. The simplest, relying on a single default
resolver, was chosen by thirteen participants, four being
long term users of MyPlace Locator and nine new users.
(In addition, P14 made choices that had the same ef-
fect.) Two participants chose a more open resolver for
the default and then identified individuals who should
have more information and two of these participants were
the experienced MyPlace Locator users. Six participants
used the opposite strategy, with the default more re-
stricted and then one other, more open resolver for nom-
inated people: four of these participants were the regular
MyPlace Locator users. The remaining two participants
(P19 and P24), both new users, chose a somewhat re-
stricted default and then used two other resolvers to se-
lectively control information release, with P19 giving one
person more and one less than the default and P24 giving
both more, but different levels.

Both the actions of the participants and their re-
sponse to the interface indicate that the choice of re-
solvers offered was acceptable. Also, the mechanism for
choosing resolvers seemed to be generally understood
and usable.

There are some limitations in our study. Because of
the nature of the location information, we needed to re-
cruit participants who used the building with the Blue-
tooth infrastructure for supporting location modelling.
This means that the participants are all computer scien-
tists. In future work, we need to evaluate the usability
of the interface for a broader range of users. This work
also made use of a fixed set of resolvers. These appear to
have been found useful and sufficient by our participants
but in future work, we need to explore generalisations of
the resolvers so that the approach can be readily mapped
to other buildings and locations. The interface we evalu-
ated was designed for small groups of users, a reasonable
decision for a single workplace. However, we still need
to evaluate our interface approach for larger numbers of
people. Taking account of these limitations, this paper
makes a contribution in presenting and evaluating an in-
terface for users to select resolvers for use in releasing
their location information, with support for differential
privacy levels to be applied to different people. This work
is also important for its evaluation based on users who
had months of experience of MyPlace Locator as well as
new users who were predicting how they would want it
to operate.
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